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Letter from Commission Chair

Fellow Texans,

Legislators, local government officials, industry

leaders, consumers, and transportation leaders

all agree: Texas faces complex transportation

challenges.

Our state is fortunate to have both a strong

economy and a growing population. We sit at

the crossroads of international trade in the

western hemisphere with more than $3.5 billion

of freight shipped to, from, and within Texas

every day. But this prosperity comes with a

price tag. What we must do to preserve and

improve our current transportation system

continues to outstrip our financial resources.

Over the next 25 years, road use in Texas will

grow by 214 percent, much of it concentrated

in our most congested metropolitan areas. The

cost of highway construction, improvements,

and maintenance continues to increase every

year as the price of cement, oil, and steel

continues to rise. We have no choice but to

address the huge gap that exists between what

it takes to efficiently move people and products

and the funds available to do so. The vitality of

our state depends on it.

We know it will take bold leadership

and the talents of many stakeholders to

develop solutions that preserve our state's

transportation system and respond to ever-

increasing travel demands. This five-year

strategic plan reaffirms TxDOT's commitment to

innovation, greater efficiency, and cost savings.

Our goal is to build projects faster and at less

expense to taxpayers. We have opened our

doors to partnerships and are using every

financing option available to us. This provides

local and regional leaders with tools to meet

their needs, driving down costs through

competition, and making decisions that

respond to industry and consumers.

Farm to Market Road (FM) 31 near Deadwood, Texas

Photo by Kevin Stillman/TxDOT

With the support and trust of the public,

elected leaders, and our many partners, we

are confident we can continue to produce what

our state has come to expect of the Texas

Department of Transportation: a transportation

system that reduces congestion, enhances

safety, improves air quality, preserves and

builds on the existing infrastructure, and

underpins the continued economic prosperity

of Texas and the nation.

Texans deserve no less than the world-class

transportation system we plan to deliver.

This conversation with you is always open.

Please feel free to contact us at:

AskTxDT@dot.state.tx.us.

Deirdre Delisi

Chair, Texas Transportation Commission

Texas

TrnDepaortentof Transportation
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Corpus Christi Harbor Bridge
on U.S. Highway 181

Photo by Stan A.Williams/TxDOT

Queen Isabella Causeway in Port
Isabel, Texas

Photo byJ. Griffis Smith/TxDOT
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Introduction

This five-year strategic plan is TxDOT's report to Governor Rick Perry, members of the Texas

Legislature, local partners, and the citizens of Texas. Strategic planning is an organization's

process of defining its strategy or direction and making decisions on allocating its resources

to pursue this strategy, including its capital and people. Strategic thinking means asking, "Are

we doing the right thing?" It reflects TxDOT's attention to the big picture and a willingness to

4
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adapt to changing circumstances in pursuit of its public service mission. TxDOT's strategic plan

does not address every department activity, project, program, or function. Rather, it focuses

on strategies that are seen as essential for TxDOT to fulfill our mission over the next five years.

The plan addresses the key external and internal driving forces that are affecting or have the

potential to affect TxDOT's mandates.

5



Projected Population Growth: 2005 to 2025
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Growth in Travel Demand

Economic and population growth negatively

affect the performance of our transportation

system. As travel demand increases, congestion

worsens, air quality suffers, safety concerns

grow, and maintenance needs multiply. TxDOT is

working hard to identify new ways to minimize

these impacts.

Increased Costs of Doing Business
In the past five years, every transportation

agency in Texas experienced huge increases

in the costs of doing business. Cost inflation

has significantly increased the amount of

capital required for transportation projects.

Costs of materials, such as asphalt, concrete,

fuel, and steel are rising steadily. The highway

construction cost index increased by about 62

percent between 2002 and 2007.1 Since this

means projects will cost more than planned,

construction that could have been completed

within ten years will have to be done over a

16-year period as more money becomes

available. TxDOT is using all available financing

options and exploring creative solutions to

pay for projects.

Reduced Buying Power of Motor Fuel Tax

Our national highway system was built with

money from federal and state motor fuel

taxes. Motor fuel taxes are not enough to fund

transportation projects, especially as inflation

Texas Department of Transportation,
Highway Cost Index, 2007.
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continues, vehicles become more fuel efficient,

and more alternative fuels become available.

Because of the way highway projects have

typically been paid for, this creates an additional

challenge as the balance between fuel

consumption and highway use shifts. The effect

of this imbalance is that each year TxDOT pays

more per mile to deliver a product, and Texas'

highway users pay less per mile.

Increased Fuel Prices

In the first half of 2008, fuel prices in America

increased to unprecedented, sustained levels.

Oil prices rose to over $100 per barrel in

February 2008. The current situation is unique,

unlike the energy crises of the 1 970s, there

is no shortage of supply. For the first time,

American drivers are making travel decisions

influenced exclusively by persistently high

motor fuel prices.

Drivers make two types of decisions influenced

by the cost of travel: First, drivers make short-

run decisions about whether or not to take a

trip; second, drivers make long-run decisions

about what type of vehicle to drive. All other

factors being equal, higher fuel prices will

cause drivers to make short-run decisions

to drive less and long-run decisions to drive

more fuel-efficient vehicles. The persistence of MONTH 2007 2008 CHANGE

these trends will affect gasoline consumption e short-r efectsof h FEB 18,888 18,831 -0.3%

and therefore TxDOT's revenue from state and MAR 21,580 20,759 -4.0%

federal motor fuel taxes. APR 19,867 19,755 -0.6%

MAY 20,795 20,309 -2.4%
JUNE* 20,058 19,216 -4.4%

*Preliminary Data
7
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TAKING ACTION Our strategic plan for TxDOT is a blueprint for action. In the simplest of terms, this

plan is a set of decisions about what to do, how to do it, and why to do it. To meet Texas' transportation

challenges, we need a bold vision, strong leadership, and a commitment to collaborative problem

solving. This plan will direct TxDOT as it takes actions to meet those challenges.

8
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VISION We will deliver a 21st century, multimodal transportation system that will improve the

quality of life for Texas citizens and increase the competitive position for Texas industry.

MISSION We will provide safe, efficient, and effective means for the movement of people and

goods throughout the state, facilitating trade and economic opportunity.

9
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Goals

Our five goals establish the general direction we

will take to realize our vision and mission:

1. Reduce congestion

2. Enhance safety

3. Expand economic opportunity

4. Improve air quality

5. Preserve the value of transportation assets

Strategies

Our four strategies are the critical link between

planning and implementation. They describe

how we are going to achieve our goals:

1. We will use all available financial tools to

build transportation projects.

2. We will empower local and regional leaders

to solve local and regional transportation

problems.

3. We will harness market-based principles to

maximize competition, reduce costs, and

guide investments.

4. We will facilitate consumer-driven decisions

that respond to market forces.

Tactics

Our tactics are programs or activities created

to execute our four strategies:

Financing

* Motor Fuel Tax Revenues

* Debt Financing

* Pass-Through Financing

* Toll Equity

* Registration Fees

* Public-Private Partnerships

Partnerships

" Local Tolling Entities

* Regional Mobility Authorities

* Metropolitan Planning Organizations

" Texas State Infrastructure Bank

" Strategic Highway Safety Plan

" Transit

" Aviation

Project Delivery

" Performance-Based Construction Contracts

" Innovative Construction Techniques

" Project Indices

" Comprehensive Development Agreements

Multimodal Freight

* Rail Relocation Fund

* Gulf Intracoastal Waterway Dredging

* Rail Partnerships

System Preservation

" Texas Pavement Preservation Center

" Infrastructure Condition Ratings

* Routine Airport Maintenance Program

System Productivity

* Advanced Traffic Management

Transportation Corridors

Planning

" Key Transportation Corridors

* Texas Metropolitan Mobility and

Texas Urban Mobility Plans

4 IH-10 in San Antonio

11



REVENUES

Funding Sources

GENERAL REVENUE FUND <1%

General Revenue Fund <1%
General Revenue - Insurance Companies <1%
Maintenance Tax/Insurance Department Fees <1%

GENERAL REVENUE DEDICATED <1%
TEXAS HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION

FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENTS 38.9%

STATE HIGHWAY FUND 31%

Motor Fuel Tax 19.1%
Vehicle Registration Fees 8.7%
Other 3.3%

BOND ISSUANCE PROCEEDS 30%

Bond Proceeds - State Highway Fund 9.6%
State Highway Fund -Debt Service 2.5%
Bond Proceeds - Texas Mobility Fund 14.9%
Texas Mobility Fund - Debt Service 3.0%

OTHER <1%_
I________

Appropriated Receipts <1%
Interagency Contracts <1%
Bond Proceeds - General Obligation Bonds <1%

Scurce General Arcnr~aticrns Ac:
80th Legislature Regular Sessicn HB 1
Based on 2008 TxDOT Requests

EXPENDITURES

Operational Expenses
PLAN IT 19.1%

Plan/Design/Manage 4.6%
ROW Acquisition 7.2%
Research <1%
Contracted Planning and Design 7.0%

BUILD IT 40.4%

Highway Construction 39.6%
Aviation Services <1%

MAINTAIN IT

Contracted Maintenance 28.0%
Routine Maintenance 7.1%
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway <1%
Ferry System <1%
Gross Weight and Axle Fees <1%

USE IT 2.8%

Public Transportation <1%
Client Transportation Services 1.25%
Registration and Titling <1%
Vehicle Dealer Regulation <1%
Traffic Safety <1%
Travel Information <1%
Auto Theft Prevention <1%
Rail Safety <1%

MANAGE IT 2.2%

Central Administration <1%
Information Services <1%
Other Support Services <1%
Regional Administration <1%

'p
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OUR GOALS

Goal 1: REDUCE CONGESTION

Traffic congestion is not just frustrating, it is

costly. On average, Texas' urban drivers spend

30 hours stuck in traffic each year.

The Texas Transportation Institute's 2007 Urban

Mobility Report identifies many of Texas' urban

areas as among the most congested in the entire

country. This report is based on 2005 figures,

the most recent year for which complete data

is available. The Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston

areas ranked fifth and sixth, respectively, in

travel delay. Metropolitan areas across the

state have experienced tremendous population

growth, resulting in increased traffic without a

corresponding increase in highway construction.

Congestion impacts the economy by wasting

time, resources, and productivity. Congestion

cost Texas' urban areas more than $6 billion in

wasted time and fuel in 2005. Idling cars burn

more fuel, increasing emissions and worsening

air pollution. Business deliveries and industry

shipments stuck in traffic cause productivity to

go down and costs to go up. Unreliable shipment

delivery times cause problems for producers,
suppliers, and shippers; and stop-and-go traffic

can cause collisions that worsen conditions.

Travel Time Index

One measure of congestion is the Travel Time

Index developed by the Texas Transportation

Institute. The Travel Time Index indicates the

average amount of extra time it takes to travel

during rush hours than during non-congested

times. In 2005, El Paso's Travel Time Index value

was 1.17; meaning that a 30-minute trip on non-

congested roads will take 35 minutes during

peak hours. In Houston, which has a 2005 Travel

Time Index of 1.36, a 30-minute trip will take

41 minutes.

The Texas Transportation Institute evaluates

urban areas in four categories: very large,

large, medium, and small. These categories

provide a clear representation of how Texas'
urban areas compare to one another and to

other cities across the nation.

The Travel Time Index values of the Texas cities
in the report, with the exception of Brownsville,

have increased since 2000. The highest

increases occurred in Austin, Dallas-Fort Worth.

and Houston, where congestion increased

5 to 10 percent.

For the most part, Texas urban areas have a

Travel Time Index equal to or less than the

national average and experience challenges

similar to their counterparts in the rest of the

nation. However, travel time indices in Austin

and El Paso are above the national average for

urban areas of their size.

A .

_ _

Travel Time Index in Texas Urban Areas
Source: Texas Trans portatini OIstitute. 2 7 Urban Muiorty Reporl
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Congested Peak Travel
Source: lexas Iransportation Institute,
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Congested Peak Travel Times

While the Travel Time Index indicates how

much time the individual traveler spends on

congested roads, the percent of congested
peak travel indicates the amount of overall

travel that occurs in congested conditions. This

is a measure of the proportion of rush hour

freight and passenger movement-daily

vehicle-miles traveled-affected by congestion.

For example, in 2005, two-thirds of the peak

travel on Austin's roads was congested.

Between 2000 and 2005, the amount of

congested travel increased in every Texas
urban area except Brownsville and nearly

doubled in San Antonio and Laredo. With the

exception of Austin and El Paso, urban areas

in Texas had lower levels of congestion during

'Texas Transportation Institute,
Urban Congestion Report. June 2007

in Texas Urban Areas
2001 Urban Moblity Report

a 2000 U 2005

Medium

lilt'
Small

peak hours of travel in 2005 than the national

average. Austin and El Paso had a higher

proportion of congested travel than similar

sized areas in other parts of the country.

Commuter travel is a congestion factor that

occurs regularly, making delays somewhat

expected. However, congestion caused by

collisions, breakdowns, bad weather, or sporting

events can cause some of the longest delays,
making travel time unpredictable. To reduce

the risk of late arrival, a driver often budgets

extra time, anticipating that congestion will be

at its worst that day. Because there is no way to

predict how congested traffic will be on any given

day, that extra time is often wasted.

This wasted time can be just as costly to

businesses and individuals as delay itself.

Since 2004, Houston and San Antonio have

participated in a federal project that studies

reliability in 23 cities across the country. In

June 2007, San Antonio drivers had to plan

50 percent more time to travel on the most

congested day of the month. This means a

30-minute non-congested trip that would

normally take 36 minutes during rush hour

could take 45 minutes.

WHAT IS TxDOT DOING TO REDUCE CONGESTION?

Congestion is the result of many factors, and

the solution is not simple. We are constantly

working to improve mobility on Texas' roads

through a combination of policies, practices,

equipment, and infrastructure improvements.

Intelligent Transportation Systems
TxDOT and our regional partners use Intelligent

Transportation Systems to observe and manage

traffic in real-time. These include corridor

management systems, emergency response

systems, and electronic freight management.

To reduce congestion and create more reliable

travel times, we are expanding public transit,

building toll roads, and applying congestion

pricing policies.

Texas Metropolitan Mobility Plan

Adopted in 2004, this program requires each

major metropolitan area to develop locally

conceived, comprehensive regional mobility

plans. Each plan identifies the funding shortfalls
that exist between available resources and

the amount needed to reduce congestion to

a locally acceptable level. The metropolitan

mobility planning process helps local regions

identify a balanced package of short- and long-

range strategies to tackle their mobility needs.

PI-

r L

The Spur 98 Bridge spanning the
Guadalupe River in Kerrville. The bridge
includes sidewalks, bike lanes, classic
railing, and illumination on black
wrought-iron posts.

Photo by Stan A. Williams/xDOT
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Goal 2: ENHANCE SAFETY

Road safety is a major concern for TxDOT. In

2005, more than 3,500 people-one in every

6,500 Texans-died on Texas' roads. 3 Vehicle

crashes cause more than injuries and fatalities.

There are steep costs from property damage,

lost earnings, medical costs, travel delay,

and lost quality of life. The National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration estimated the

economic impact of vehicle crashes in Texas

at nearly $20 billion per year in 2000.4 Only 25

percent of that total is paid by the crash victims

themselves-the rest is distributed throughout

the Texas economy.5 Safer roads will help us

achieve our other goals. According to a recent

report released by the American Automobile

Association, crashes cause more than 40

percent of all unpredictable congestion.'

Fatality Rate

We measure road safety by using the fatality

rate-the number of deaths on Texas' roads

per 100 million vehicle-miles traveled. Although

the number of fatalities remains high, we are

making progress. Between 2000 and 2005 the

fatality rate decreased by 15 percent to 1.5

fatalities per 100 million vehicle-miles traveled.

The fatality rate shows how Texas compares

to the rest of the United States. Texas has a

comparatively high fatality rate, but since 2000

the rate has declined and is now approaching

measure shows the fatality rate in Texas

decreasing through 2005. Federal data shows

this trend continuing through 2006.

We are committed to improving safety on our

roads through all available means. Safe roads

can only be achieved through a combination

of education, enforcement, and infrastructure

investment. We evaluate the cause of every

fatal crash so that we can focus our efforts on

making our roads safer. The chart below shows

important characteristics of fatalities on our

roads in 2005.

the national average. Our baseline performance

Fatality Rate: Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle-Miles Traveled
Source. TDOT Trai ic u[erat i s osian Tiaftc Safety Anoual Repolt 2007 NHTSA Traffic Sa fety Facts ?000- 200

a Total Fatalities

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

Traffic Safety Facts 2005
'National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,

Traffic Safety Facts 2006
American Automobile Association, Crashes vs. Congestion:
What's the cost to society? March 2008

,American Automobile Association, Crashes vs. Congestion:

What's the cost to society?, March 2008

2006 Texas fatality rate: 1.42, National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration. Traffic Safety Facts 2006
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In Texas,
44 percent
more fatalities
occurred in
light trucks
and vans than
in passenger
cars or heavy
trucks.

A major focus of TxDOT and our safety partners

is alcohol and drug enforcement. In 2005,
48 percent of all fatal crashes in Texas were

alcohol-related. This proportion has only

decreased slightly since 2000, and is higher

than the national proportion of 39 percent.

Transportation safety efforts in Texas also focus

on rural roads. In 2005, 56 percent of all crash-

related fatalities occurred on rural roads,

compared to 54 percent nationally.

Fifty-four percent of all crash-related fatalities

occurred when a vehicle left its lane. This

is called roadway departure, and it includes

rollovers and incidents in which a vehicle

crossed the median. Vehicle class is also an

important factor in fatal crashes. In Texas, 44

percent more fatalities occurred in light trucks

and vans than in passenger cars or heavy

trucks.

Another major factor in crash-related fatalities

is speeding. Of the nearly $20 billion that

crashes cost Texas in 2000, $3.5 billion of that

total was the direct result of speeding-related

crashes.' Speeding-related crash fatalities
increased to 41 percent of all fatalities in 2005.

Speeding is a major factor

in crash-related fatalities.

60%

Characteristics of Crash-Related Fatalities, 2005
Source: NHTSA. Traffic Safety Facts. 2000-2005
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8National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
Traffic Safety Facts 2006
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WHAT IS TxDOT DOING TO ENHANCE SAFETY?

Partnering
TxDOT works closely with our partners to
enhance safety on our roads. These partners
include state and local law enforcement and
emergency services, federal agencies, and
public health and education entities all across
Texas. TxDOT has a traffic safety program
that spans 13 targeted safety program
areas, including planning and administration;
alcohol and drug countermeasures; occupant,
pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorcycle safety;
and driver education and behavior.

TxDOT Traffic Operations Division,
Traffic Safety Annual Report 2007

Crash Data

TxDOT now houses all crash data for the state
in a new crash data system that will allow us
to better determine the causes of crashes-

vehicle, human, and infrastructure-and make
better decisions to improve roadway safety.
Each year, we upgrade our roadway system
for improved safety. Proposition 14, passed in

2003, allows TxDOT to issue up to $1 billion per
year in general obligation bonds to improve our

highways, 20 percent of which are earmarked
for safety.

Click It or Ticket

A major success of TxOOT and our safety
partners has been increasing Texans' seat
belt use. Before Click It or Ticket enforcement

programs began in 2002, only 76 percent of
Texans used seat belts. In 2007, 92 percent
buckled up. TxDOT estimates this increased
seat belt use has saved 1,600 lives, prevented

37,600 injuries, and saved $6.66 billion in
crash-related costs since Click It or
Ticket began.9

22



Teens in the Drivers Seat

This program is currently under development

with the Texas Transportation Institute, and is

the first peer-to-peer driving safety program in

Texas. To address safe driving among teenagers

in Texas, Teens in the Drivers Seat works with

high school students to develop customized

safe driving awareness programs for their

school. Outreach strategies have included video

testimonials, student-run press conferences,

and web applications.

Selective Traffic Enforcement Program
TxDOT administers Selective Traffic Enforcement

Program (STEP) grants to law enforcement

agencies across the state. In 2007, law

enforcement agencies across the state

coordinated with TxDOT to improve roadway

safety. These grants made possible almost

300,000 extra hours of traffic enforcement on

Texas' roads, leading to 12,425 Driving While

Intoxicated (DWI) arrests and 334,823 speeding

citations. Each year, we increase TxDOT funding

for local enforcement and increased public

information and education efforts.

Alcohol and Drug Countermeasure Programs

Along with our partners, we are improving

safety by decreasing the number of impaired

drivers on our roads. We have a wide range of

alcohol and drug countermeasure programs,

both large and small. TxDOT funds statewide

public awareness campaigns, large-scale DWI

enforcement efforts, prosecutor and police

officer training, and alcohol-free functions

for Texas teens. For Texas' law enforcement

and judicial communities, TxDOT increases

awareness of drug- and alcohol-impaired

drivers through targeted trainings,

numerous publications, enforcement

programs, workshops, and seminars.

In 2007, the Texas DWI Resource

Prosecutor trained more than 1,200

prosecutors and police officers.

23
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Goal 3: EXPAND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

A reliable, efficient, and safe transportation

system supports and encourages economic

growth. Our vast network of road, rail, air,

and transit infrastructure all across Texas

moves people, goods, and freight. Because our

transportation system drives Texas' economy,

it is critical that we provide a transportation

system that promotes economic health.

A major transportation project has short-

and long-term economic impacts. Initially,

construction activities create jobs and

surrounding property values may rise. However,

the largest and most lasting impacts of

transportation investments are the beneficial

effects on business productivity and

personal wealth.

Investing in our transportation system reduces

business costs and increases productivity.

Adequate transportation infrastructure improves

mobility, lowers the cost of transporting raw

materials and finished goods, and increases

the reliability of delivery. This allows companies

to maintain cost-saving lower inventory levels.

Infrastructure that improves access widens

the labor pool for businesses by expanding the

region from which they draw workers.

Decreased congestion reduces driving time and

fuel costs for commuters, commercial vehicles,

a United States Bureau of Economic Analysis

"Fortune 500," Fortune, May 5, 2008
12 United States Bureau of Economic Analysis

n "Air Cargo Excellence Survey," Air Cargo World, March 2006

and all travelers. This leads to increased and suppliers may choose another shipment

personal wealth. In general, increased

personal wealth in a region results in increased

economic activity in that region. For every

dollar of increased direct income earned in a

region, there are an additional two dollars of

increased economic activity. Although their

impacts are more difficult to put in economic

terms, transportation improvements also

increase traveler safety and improve air quality.

Texans enjoy the benefits of economic

prosperity. We have the nation's second-largest

economy, and our Gross Domestic Product

ranks fifteenth in the world." We are home

to the most Fortune 500 companies in the

United States." We lead the nation in export

revenues, and we gross more than $100 billion

a year in international trade." Our highways

and railroads carry billions of dollars' worth

of freight through Texas every day. Dallas-Fort

Worth International Airport is internationally

recognized as the top cargo airport in the

world." The Port of Houston has the largest

international ship channel in the nation, and

ranks sixth worldwide in total cargo volume."

Sustained high fuel prices have an effect on

our transportation-related economy. High fuel

prices may affect freight and goods movement

within and through Texas; as truck shipments

become more expensive, manufacturers

" Port of Houston Authority

15 Cambridge Systematics for the Texas Department of

Transportation, Transportation Spending and Economic
Activity in Texas, 2006

mode. As fuel prices rise, fewer non-essential

trips-shopping, dining out, and recreation-

are taken, which may negatively affect

spending in Texas cities and towns. In the

long run, manufacturers and businesses will

increase the fuel efficiency of their fleets to

lower transportation costs, just as drivers will

choose different vehicles.

HOW DOES INVESTING IN TRANSPORTATION
SUPPORT THE ECONOMY?

The strength of the Texas economy is dependent

upon our transportation system. By maintaining

and improving it, we are securing our status as

one of the world's best places to do business.

Business productivity and personal wealth will

mean increased competitive advantage and

expanded economic opportunity for Texas.

TxDOT-commissioned research found that

economic activity generated by TxDOT

expenditures from 1996 to 2006 averaged 89,000

jobs, $10.2 billion in output, and $4.1 billion in

labor income. As a result of the strategic use of

new funding options, TxDOT expenditures grew

by more than 42 percent from 1996 to 2006. This

$7.5 billion investment generated $24.5 billion in

travel efficiency and economic gain for residents

and businesses in Texas.15

Paso del Norte Bridge in
El Paso, Texas
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Goal 4: IMPROVE AIR QUALITY

Clean air is important to TxDOT-as it is to

all Texans. Air pollution can cause or worsen

medical conditions that pose a particular

threat to children, the elderly, those with

respiratory illness, and those who work and

exercise outdoors. The Federal Clean Air Act

established standards for air quality, regulated

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA), that are tied to federal highway funding.

If Texas does not meet EPA standards, our

federal funding is put at risk. This would affect

congestion and safety across the entire state.

Vehicle emissions are a major source of air

pollution. The U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency estimates that vehicle emissions account

for up to 70 percent of ozone-causing pollution in

urban areas. Emissions can increase health risks

since they contribute a considerable amount of

air toxins and fine soot in localized pollution hot

spots near highways, truck and rail centers, and

other transportation facilities.

Vehicle Emissions

Air quality, like congestion, is highly localized,

varies day-to-day, and has many causes. Today,

the best measure of air quality related to

vehicle emissions is the level of ozone in the

air. Many pollutants that create ozone come

from vehicle emissions. For example, the North

Central Texas Council of Governments reports

that in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, vehicle

emissions account for 51 percent of nitrogen

oxides (NOx) in the air." Nitrogen oxides,

combined with volatile organic compounds

(VOC) and sunlight, create ground-level ozone.

Because ozone levels vary based on

geographic area, it is difficult to measure

statewide air quality in a state as large and

diverse as Texas. But, we do know there

are 34 counties in six metropolitan areas in

Texas that at times experience unhealthy air

quality, leading the EPA to define them as

either "Early Action Compact" or "Eight-Hour

Ozone Nonattainment" areas. This means

these regions have air quality that, over the

course of a day, exceeds national air quality

standards established in the Federal Clean Air

Act. That is why TxDOT, the Texas Commission

on Environmental Quality (TCEQ), and our local

air quality partners focus the majority of our

emissions reduction programs on these six

areas: Dallas-Fort Worth, Houston-Galveston-

Brazoria, San Antonio, Austin-San Marcos,

Northeast Texas, and Beaumont-Port Arthur.

TxDOT was also the first state transportation

authority to join SmartWay Transport, a

voluntary partnership between the EPA and

freight industry sectors.

The hottest months of the year are called
'ozone season." Ground-level ozone forms

when pollutants react to heat and sunlight.

June, July, and August are hot, sunny, and

ideal for ozone formation. We focus our air

quality measurement on this time of year, when

pollution has the most effect on air quality.
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TxDOT initiated the first statewide clean air
public awareness program in the nation.
"North Central Texas Council of Governments

Transportation Department December 2005
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Since 2000, the six areas we measure have

decreased NOx and VOC emissions substantially.

The nine nonattainment counties in the

Dallas-Fort Worth area have decreased these

emissions by nearly half. Combined, the

Early Action Compact and Eight-Hour Ozone

Nonattainment counties reduced their NOx by

more than 440 tons per day and decreased

VOC emissions by more than 160 tons per day

between 2000 and 2005. Our most recent air

quality data shows a continuation of the 2000

to 2005 baseline trend of decreasing emissions

in Texas."

Information about fine soot pollution,

especially in the vicinity of major highways

and transportation centers, is less available

due to limited air monitoring. TxDOT and our

partners will examine the effects of fine soot

pollution and other pollutants to determine their

relationship to the transportation system.
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WHAT IS TxDOT DOING TO IMPROVE AIR QUALITY? Reduce TxDOT's Environmental Footprint

Drive Clean Across Texas

This is the first statewide clean air public

awareness program in the nation. The program

focuses on reducing vehicle emissions by

educating the public about its role in improving

air quality. TxDOT supports Drive Clean Across

Texas in partnership with TCEQ, EPA, Federal

Highway Administration, the Texas Department

of Public Safety, the Texas Department of State
Health Services, and local air quality programs

across Texas. TxDOT and our clean air partners

provide classroom materials, train and educate

Texans, and conduct public outreach using print

ads, billboards, and customized brochures. Our

messages provided consumers with five simple

behavioral tips that can reduce air pollution:

1) maintain your vehicle, 2) drive less, 3) buy a
"cleaner" vehicle, 4) drive the speed limit, and

5) reduce idling.

Tons of NOx and VOCs Emitted Daily During Ozone Season
Source: Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

* 2000 U 2005

Dallas- Houston-
Fort Worth Galveston-

Brazoria

V
II

San Antonio

Ways to reduce emissions:
TxDOT leads by example on air quality issues,

and we implemented a Clean Air Plan that

supports and enforces important measures.

We purchase alternative fueled vehicles and

low emission vehicles, such as hybrids. We use

cleaner-burning low and ultra low emission diesel

fuel in all our on- and off-road equipment. We

purchase only solar-powered, zero-emission sign

and arrow boards, and install energy efficient

LED bulbs in new signal lights. We encourage

our contractors to improve air quality by using

newer, cleaner-burning equipment; not mowing

on ozone action days; and applying for Texas
Emission Reduction Plan grants through TCEQ.
Where feasible, we perform night construction in

heavy traffic areas.

Improve Mobility

TxDOT wants to improve mobility in ways

that will also improve air quality. Partnering

with Metropolitan Planning Organizations

(MPOs) across the state, we are planning

for multimodal transportation solutions to

reduce congestion. Idling cars use fuel less

efficiently, while public transportation and

ridesharing reduce emissions per trip. TxDOT

and our regional partners will do more in the

future to improve mobility of people and freight

while reducing the environmental footprint of

transportation across the state, particularly in

areas where air pollution is a concern.

mi
Austin- Northeast Beaumont-

San Marcos Texas Port Arthur
'Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
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Goal 5: PRESERVE THE VALUE OF
TRANSPORTATION ASSETS

The Texas transportation system is among the
state's largest capital investments. We need

roads, runways, and bridges that are capable

of handling the demands that millions of

cars, planes, and trucks place on them each

day. Preserving these assets and increasing

their value to the public is critical for Texas'

economic health and safety.

One of our five TxDOT budget categories,

"Maintain It," focuses on preventive

maintenance and rehabilitation. These funds

are used to preserve the structural integrity

of our facilities and for safety improvements.

The goal of the "Maintain It" funds category is

to minimize the costs over time of managing

and maintaining the transportation system.

Roads, runways, and bridges that are allowed

to deteriorate for too long must be replaced

or rebuilt at a much higher cost than that of

regular maintenance.

Maintenance costs are only a part of the total

costs of deteriorating infrastructure. Poor road

surfaces can cause wear and tear on vehicles

and can damage vehicle suspensions and

tires. Vehicles often slow for rough pavement

or potholes, causing delay and contributing to

congestion in heavy traffic. Rough roads can

also present a safety hazard by decreasing a

driver's ability to maneuver and stop.

Preserving Texas' pavement and bridges is a

top priority. We measure their condition and

evaluate their performance to ensure that

we take action and provide improvements at

the lowest life-cycle cost. Road and bridge
conditions are rated on a scale from "poor"

to "better" that takes into account factors

including the smoothness of the ride and their

structural integrity. A road or bridge that is

rated "good" or "better" meets or exceeds

all federal and state safety and structural

requirements.

Pavement Condition

We will achieve our system preservation goal

when 90 percent of our roads and 80 percent of

our bridges are rated good or better. TxO0T is

committed to reaching these targets by 2012.
Through 2005, pavement and bridge condition

ratings steadily increased. However, 2007

pavement conditions of good or better fell by

about half a percent from 2005 levels. This

more recent data indicates that meeting our

goal will require additional preservation efforts.

The condition of Texas' roads and bridges has

steadily improved since 2000. In 2005, more

than 87 percent of our pavement lane-miles

and 76 percent of our bridges were rated good

or better.

Pavement in Good or Better Condition
Source: TxDOT Construction Division, Annual Texas Condition Assessment Program Report. 2000-2005

U Lane-Miles in Good or Better Condition - 2012 Goal

95%

90%1

85% -

80%

75%

70%

65%

60%

55%

50%
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
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Milo Interchange, Interstate 35
at Loop 20 in Laredo, Texas

Photo by Michael Amador/TxDOT
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Texas Bridges in Good or Better Condition
SoUrce: TxDOT Bridge Division. AnnualReport on Texas Bridges 2000-2005

O 0ff-System U On-System E Entire System 2012 Goal

Bridge Conditions

To manage bridges in Texas, we divide them into

two categories-those on the state highway

system owned and maintained by TxDOT,
and those that are not. The bridges that are

maintained by a city or county are called "off-

system" bridges, and they account for one-third

of all bridges in the state. The accompanying
chart shows the difference in the conditions of

off- and on-system bridges in Texas.

While there is no reliable nationwide standard

for pavement condition ratings, the U.S.

Department of Transportation prepares the

National Bridge Inventory every two years to

determine the structural health of the nation's

bridges. TxDOT conducts structural assessments

and determines condition ratings for bridges

in Texas. Bridges that need improvement fall

into two categories: "structurally deficient,"

which means its load capacity is significantly

decreased due to deterioration; and
"functionally obsolete," which is a bridge that

has no physical deficiency but does not perform

the functional role required. For example,

a bridge with no sidewalks on a section of

highway with sidewalks is categorized as

functionally obsolete. The proportion of bridges

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
2002

in Texas that are structurally deficient or

functionally obsolete is 21 percent, which is
lower than the national average of 27 percent.
TxDOT is working hard to make sure our

percentage continues to decrease over time."

While the 2000 to 2005 performance measure

baseline shows both pavement and bridge
conditions increasing, more recent data

show pavement condition decreasing slightly
through 2007 as bridge conditions continue to

2003 2004 2005

improve." In the short term, persistent high
fuel prices will probably help us preserve the

system, as it will experience less use. In the

long term, however, demand will increase as
drivers turn to more efficient and alternative

fuel vehicles. The decline in the purchasing
power of the motor fuel tax due to increase in
construction costs from high energy costs will
make preserving our transportation assets
more difficult.

"US Department of Transportation,
National Bridge Inventory, 2006

92007 pavement condition measure: 86.76 percent; bridge
condition measure: 77.53 percent; TxDOT Construction and
Bridge Divisions.
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Today, the cable-stayed Veterans
Memorial Bridge serves north-
bound traffic on Texas 87.

Photo byKevin Stillman/TxDOT
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WHAT IS TxDOT DOING TO PRESERVE THE

VALUE OF TRANSPORTATION ASSETS?

Innovative Engineering Science

TxDOT is a national leader in system

preservation, applying innovative engineering

science to maximize the productivity of our

system at the lowest costs. Pavement and

bridge condition ratings provide methods

that enable TxDOT engineers and planners to

make informed decisions about where and

how to spend funds for road maintenance

and preservation, bridge replacement and

rehabilitation, and safety improvements.

These methods ensure the most nrndmrtive

iIWiL ~AI U~ligI UPJU

Although TxDOT is not responsible for

off-system bridges, we do help cities and

counties maintain and rehabilitate them

through various funding programs. We

1) assist them with low-rate loans through

the State Infrastructure Bank, 2) pay

half their share for bridge replacement

and rehabilitation through the Highway

Bridge Program, and 3) lower the cost of

construction for counties through

the Economically Disadvantaged

Counties Program.
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Downtown Houston viewed
from the east of IH-45 (in
foreground).

OUR STRATEGIES
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STRATEGY 1: We will use all available financial tools to build transportation projects. Traditional, tax-based methods of financing

transportation projects are no longer sufficient to handle the state's transportation needs. Sustained high fuel efficiency and

high fuel prices will significantly reduce the buying power and yield of the motor fuel tax. Relying on the motor fuel tax as a

primary source of revenue to finance projects simply won't get the job done. Handling our growing mobility needs and preserving

our transportation assets depend upon using some new funding options that make the best use of our available funds. Having

alternative ways to fund projects is very good news for Texas. Through creative thinking and cooperation, the Texas Legislature

provided some financial options to help support our needs now and into the future. The tools provided in House Bill (HB) 3588,

passed in 2003, continue to serve Texas well. As we put these financial options to work, our goal is that our roadways become less

crowded and those traveling in or through Texas will have an easier time getting where they need to go.

35



STRATEGY 2: We will empower local and regional leaders to solve local and regional transportation problems.

TxDOT's role in local and regional transportation solutions is changing. We are partnering with communities

across the state to share our technical skills and to facilitate in planning and financing projects. Delegating

power to local authorities and giving them innovative ways to fund projects allows more flexibility in project

development and construction.

STRATEGY 3: We will harness market-based principles to maximize competition, reduce costs, and guide

investments. TxDOT invests capital where it is most productive and where there is a consumer demand. We
apply competitive pressure to drive down the cost of transportation projects to ensure the public gets the
best deal for their investment in the system. We also make management and investment decisions that ensure
funds are used in the most cost-effective way to meet our goals. Evaluating the return on investment against

our goals will drive how we manage and fund transportation. TxDOT will continue to innovate and improve the
work that we do and how we do it to decrease the costs of our projects and services.

STRATEGY 4: We will facilitate consumer-driven decisions that respond to market forces.
To make the best use of our federal and state funding, we need to balance our use and development of

transportation services with their costs. We must look at the cost of various transportation options from the

user perspective. Will it be used enough to justify the cost? Is the cost in line with what people are willing

to pay? One way to do this is through clear communication of pricing concepts and options. Toll roads, High

Occupancy Toll lanes, and for-profit transportation providers, such as freight rail and aviation, use the pricing

concept to help users decide which option is best for them given their individual travel needs.
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OUR TACTICS

Financing
We will use all available financial options to

maintain and expand the transportation system.

Through innovative financing, we can build

projects sooner, which will help to more quickly

address congestion and its environmental and

economic impacts.

* Motor Fuel Tax Revenues
We depend on state and federal motor fuel

taxes for the majority of our programming,

administration, and project development

financing. Our financing tactics enable the

most productive use of these funds.

" Debt Financing
Construction costs have risen much faster

than interest rates, making it financially

feasible to borrow funds to accelerate

projects. This enables us to pay a more

current, reduced cost for construction

materials. Also, we can use toll revenues

from a completed project to finance this

debt. This reduces life-cycle management

costs, and adds capacity more quickly.

" Pass-Through Financing
Pass-through financing is a partnership

between a developer and TxDOT where

roadway construction is funded with a per-

vehicle or per-vehicle mile paid by TxDOT to

the developer. It is not a toll road. Instead,

any toll that would typically be paid by a

motorist, if it were a toll road, is instead paid

for-or "passed through" to TxDOT. The local

area benefits from timely improvements in

mobility and safety, and the state benefits

by not having to pay the hefty initial

investment associated with road building and

maintenance. Public acceptance and traffic

usage are higher on roads built with pass-

through financing than conventional tolls

because users don't experience time delays

or the out-of-pocket expenses associated

with conventional tolling.

Pass-through projects are underway in

many Texas metropolitan areas, including:

Congestion relief on State Spur 601 in

El Paso; safety improvements to FM 365

in Jefferson County; congestion-related

improvements to many roads in Hays County;

and the construction of a US 277 relief loop

in Val Verde County.

* Toll Equity

Toll equity allows state highway funds to be

combined with other funds to build public toll

roads. By issuing loans and grants, TxDOT can

participate in the acquisition, construction,

maintenance, or operation of a toll road built

by other entities. The organization building

the road then issues debt to finance the

remaining cost of the project, saving TxDOT

the cost equal to that debt.

The primary purpose of toll equity is to make

the best use of TxDOT funds by leveraging

other sources of project funding, particularly

proceeds from bonds. The money that TxDOT

saves from not having to fully fund the project

with public funds can then be used for other

needed projects.

" Registration Fees
A vehicle registration fee is required for all

vehicles in Texas and the fee varies according

to the class of vehicle being registered.

In addition, counties in Texas levy vehicle

registration fees to pay for improvements to

their road systems. Texas vehicle registration

fees remitted to the State Highway Fund

average about $62 per vehicle registration.

In fiscal year 2007, vehicle registration

fees contributed $984.2 million to the State

Highway Fund and provided $444.6 million to

Texas counties.

" Public-Private Partnerships

We have developed public-private

partnerships to help reach our goals to

improve Texas' transportation system. These

financial partnerships provide additional

funds that allow TxDOT to complete projects

much quicker than with traditional funding

sources. Public-private partnerships also

encourage cost savings and innovation by
the private sector.
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Partnerships
Our strong multimodal partnerships help

TxDOT develop innovative and creative ways

to stretch funds farther and do the most

good for the people of Texas. Our partners

include Metropolitan Planning Organizations,

Councils of Government (COGs), toll and airport

authorities, transit agencies, and local and

state government entities. We are continually

seeking new strategic partnerships to enhance

our transportation system.

" Local Tolling Entities

The Texas Transportation Commission

partners with local tolling entities, such

as the North Texas Tollway Authority and

the Harris County Toll Road Authority, to

improve the transportation system. Both

have been solid partners in solving pressing

transportation needs.

* Regional Mobility Authorities (RMAs)

The Commission also partners with counties

to establish RMAs. These are political

subdivisions formed to allow an individual

county or multiple counties to work together

to develop and implement a regional

approach to transportation needs. Since

they have the authority to finance, acquire,

design, construct, operate, maintain, expand,

or extend transportation projects in their

communities, RMAs give local governments

a greater ability to provide mobility and

safety benefits to citizens. RMAs receive

funding for initial project development

from the sale of bonds. They may also seek

a loan or grant from TxDOT. Their projects

Current Texas MPO, COG, and DOT District Boundaries

TODOT District o
Number and Names

1. Paris
2. Fort Wnitri
3. Wichit 54. Amau'i
5. Lubbc.
6. Odess,
7. San Angelo
8. Abilene
9. Waco
10. Tyler
11. Lufkin
12. Houston 6
13. Yoakum
14. Austin 24
15. San Antonio
16. Corpus Christi
17. Bryan
18. Dallas
19. Atlanta
20. Beaumont
21. Pharr
22. Laredo-
23. Brownwood Texas MPOs
24. El Paso TxsC~
25. Childress Texas Cas

may include highway, rail, aviation, and

pedestrian facilities, and may be tolled or

non-tolled. To date, their successes include:

the construction and operation of a toll

facility in the Central Texas RMA outside

Austin (183A); a completed pass-through

financing agreement in the Grayson County

RMA; advanced transportation planning in the

Alamo RMA; and an outer loop south and west

of Tyler in the Northeast Texas RMA (Toll 49).

Metropolitan Planning Organizations

Working in partnership with TxDOT, MPOs

help create long-term and short-term plans

for effective transportation in and around

urbanized areas. In addition to planning,

25

3

8 2

1
7 20

12

153

22

16

21

MPOs authorize the use of certain federal

funds in their areas and make project

recommendations to the Commission.

MPOs are made up of representatives from

various organizations and often include

local officials, transit officials, and state

legislators. MPOs provide a means for local

participation in transportation planning and

decisions. There are currently 25 MPOs in

Texas and they control hundreds of millions

of dollars in funding each year. TxDOT

provides oversight of federal transportation

planning funds and provides necessary

training for MPO boards and staff.
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* Texas State Infrastructure Bank

State Infrastructure Banks (SIBs)

were authorized in 1995, as a part of

the National Highway Designation Act

to help accelerate needed mobility

improvements by providing financial

assistance to local entities through

state transportation departments.

TxDOT partners with communities

to enable them to borrow funds

at below-market rates, lowering

overall project costs. SIB loans can

help pay for several types of work,

including environmental, planning

and preliminary studies, right-of-way

acquisitions, engineering and design

work, and construction.

* Strategic Highway Safety Plan

The Texas Strategic Highway Safety

Plan identifies the state's key safety

issues and guides decisions intended

to lead to a significant reduction in

highway fatalities and serious injuries

on all public roads. TxDOT partners

with schools, law enforcement, local

communities, and others to identify

and address Texas' safety needs.

The plan incorporates regional

safety interests and encourages the

development of regional Traffic Safety

Action Teams.

* Transit

TxDOT provides financial support

for transit in Texas' smaller cities

and rural areas through a number

of federal grant programs and

appropriated state dollars. Statewide,

local operators receive federal

funding through TxDOT for transit

operations that serve the elderly

and disabled populations. We work

in partnership with all Texas' transit

authorities to provide support training

and technical assistance so our

mobility goals are met. In 2006, Texas

transit systems reported more than

247 million trips on buses, commuter

rail, and other forms of public

transportation

* Aviation

TxDOT assists cities and counties with

federal and state funding for reliever

and general aviation airports. We also

participate in the Federal Aviation

Administration's State Block Grant

Program, with responsibilities for

the federal improvement program

for general aviation airports. Texas'

general aviation airport system

is one of the largest in the nation

with approximately 400 airports

open to the public. In 2005, a TxDOT

study found that Texas' airports and

related aviation activities provide

over 61,200 jobs and $8.7 billion in

total economic impact to the state.

TxDOT also partners with community

groups through our Adopt-An-Airport

program. The program gives groups

the opportunity to participate in the

beautification and maintenance of

their local airport. It also educates

the public about the operation of their

airport and its economic impact on

their community.

Texas' general aviation airport system
is one of the largest in the nation.

TxDOT Public Transportation Division.

2006 Texas Transit Statist cs
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Project Delivery
We are focused on improving TxDOT's efficiency

as well as the quality of our projects, products,

and services. TxDOT is working hard to build

credibility with the public by delivering projects

and services faster and at lower costs.

Performance-Based Construction Contracts

When negotiating construction contracts, we

include penalties and incentives for timely

work completion, warranties, and other

performance-based specifications.

" Innovative Construction Techniques

We continually pursue cutting-edge

construction methods and technologies to

improve our transportation infrastructure.

For example, our bridge construction

methods enable us to build bridge decks

faster with lowered costs and improved

safety during construction.

" Project Indices

TxDOT has enormous transportation needs

and limited funds, so we must determine

which projects get attention first. High-cost

projects must compete with similar projects

from all over the state to receive funding. We

use metrics to compare needed projects to

ensure we prioritize them appropriately to

meet our goals.

* Comprehensive Development Agreements

A Comprehensive Development Agreement

(CDA) is the tool TxOOT uses to enable private

investments in the Texas transportation

system. A CDA is an innovative project

delivery method that rolls the design and

construction of a toll road project into

one comprehensive contract-versus the

traditional method of having individual

contracts for separate phases of a project.

Allowing TxOT to hire one entity to do all

the work on a project accelerates needed

highway improvements. Using CDAs results in

greater price certainty with a lump sum price,

faster project delivery, and a guaranteed

delivery date. State Highway (SH) 130 is an

example of a highway being built under a CDA.

We are focused on improving TxDOT's
efficiency as well as the quality of our

projects, products, and services.

4 State Highway (SH) 130 at Decker Creek

Photo by HDR
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Multimodal Freight
Much of the nation's freight passes through
Texas on its way across, into, or out of the
United States. We plan, finance, and establish
partnerships for multimodal solutions to rail,
truck, air, and waterway cargo transportation

needs. With faster moving, more reliable

freight transportation, our roads will be
clearer, congestion impacts will lessen, and
an important sector of our economy will be
further strengthened.

* Rail Relocation Fund

We are committed to improving rail
transportation as an essential component

of the Texas transportation system,
especially in many urban areas of the
state where rail lines are now moving
through densely developed areas. Public
safety and congestion issues resulted in
the Texas Legislature passing HB 1546
and House Joint Resolution (HJR) 54 in the
2005 Legislative Session. Through approval
of a constitutional amendment, Texas
voters created the Rail Relocation and
Improvement Fund. The Texas Constitution

authorizes TxDOT to use this fund to issue
grants and obligations for financing rail
construction, relocation, and improvements
to rail lines. These improvements focus
on enhancing public safety for rail lines
carrying hazardous materials through
urban areas and increasing mobility
through the conversion of freight rail lines
to commuter rail lines. While the fund
exists, it requires appropriations before
TxDOT can use the fund.

" Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) Dredging
The entire GIWW is a 1,300-mile-long
man-made canal that runs along the Gulf of
Mexico coastline from Texas' southernmost

tip at Brownsville to St. Marks, Florida.
The Texas portion of the waterway is 423
miles long. The GIWW is the nation's third

busiest waterway with the Texas portion
handling more than 58 percent of its traffic.
The GIWW requires regular dredging to
maintain the waterway at optimum levels
and allow navigation without grounding for
fully loaded commercial vessels. TxOOT,
as the state sponsor, works cooperatively
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
maintain existing dredged material sites
and find new locations for the placement of

dredged material.

" Rail Partnerships

TxDOT helps develop collaborative regional

solutions for commuter and freight
rail systems. In support of our mobility

goals, we assist communities exploring
multimodal solutions, such as the Austin-

San Antonio Intermunicipal Commuter Rail
District. We also contribute our expertise

to rail partnerships, such as the Gulf Coast

Freight Rail District. In this economically
critical region, which covers Harris County,
Fort Bend County, and the City of Houston,
the district manages freight and passenger
rail systems, partnering with governments
and industry to sustain economic growth
and limit quality of life impacts.

System Preservation
The quality of our roads, bridges, and other
infrastructure directly impacts our economy,
safety, and mobility. To preserve and improve
the existing system at the lowest life-cycle
costs, we apply cutting-edge engineering
science in our projects and programs.

" The Texas Pavement Preservation Center
In collaboration with the Center for
Transportation Research at the University of
Texas at Austin and the Texas Transportation
Institute at Texas A&M University, we
research and promote the use of pavement

preservation strategies. Extending the service
life of pavement saves money. It is much
less expensive to maintain pavement than to

completely reconstruct a roadway. While some

improvements to extend the life of pavement

may be costly initially, the roads will remain
safe and usable longer.

" Infrastructure Condition Ratings
TxDOT uses pavement and bridge condition
ratings to guide road maintenance and

preservation spending.

* Routine Airport Maintenance

Program (RAMP)
TxOT provides grants to local governments
to help them take care of their community
airports. A RAMP grant can provide a

general aviation airport up to a $50,000
match per airport for each fiscal year. The

program includes lower cost airside and
landside airport improvements and can
cover new or additional work items other
than maintenance.

Il

Tugboat pushing barge on the
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway near
Sargent, Texas.

Photo by Scot Sullivan/TxDOT
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System Productivity
As stewards of Texas' transportation system, it
is our responsibility to provide management and

leadership to increase system efficiency. Our

mission is to provide a system that is reliable,

safe, and environmentally responsible-a

system that facilitates trade, productivity, and

economic opportunity by allowing people and

goods to move effectively throughout the state.

We can help achieve this mission by maintaining

strategic partnerships, and applying forward-

thinking management practices.

* Advanced Traffic Management

TxDOT districts and many cities have

Traffic Management Centers that enable

officials to better respond to congestion.

In these centers, engineers are able to

adjust the timing of traffic signals and

watch for crashes and stalled vehicles.

Law enforcement can monitor public safety

from a center's security cameras. These

centers enable better communication and

response time resulting in faster clearing

of incidents-improving mobility and air

quality and reducing the risk of further

incidents. Road users are able to plan trips

in advance and make on-route adjustments

using real-time information.

Transportation Corridors
In 2003, the Texas Legislature amended

the Texas Transportation Code to authorize

the state to build, own, and maintain the

types of transportation facilities that most

effectively meet the mobility needs of people
and freight. These new provisions give the

Texas Transportation Commission and TxDOT

the authority to seek innovative financing and
construction solutions to Texas' mobility needs.

They also allow TxDOT and local tolling entities

to enter into Comprehensive Development

Agreements. This means we can pool available

federal, state, local, and private sector

resources to develop multimodal transportation

facilities, including highways, freight rail,

passenger rail, and public utilities. The

Commission can create a statewide system of

multiple transportation facilities by connecting
the facilities together and can share resources

to improve mobility on the system.

In May 2008, the Texas Transportation

Commission adopted guiding principles and

policies that will govern the development,
construction, and operation of toll road

projects on the state highway system. These

policies reflect the comments TxDOT and the

Commission have received from the public,

legislators, and members of our citizen advisory
committees.

* All state highway facilities, including toll
roads, will be completely owned by the State

of Texas at all times.

" All COAs will include provisions that allow

TxDOT to purchase or "buy back" the

interest of a private developer in a CDA at

any time if buying back the project would be

in the best financial interest of the state.

" The Texas Transportation Commission shall

approve, in a public meeting, the initial toll

rates charged for the use of a toll project on

the state highway system and the methodology
for increasing the amount of tolls.

* Only new lanes added to an existing highway
will be tolled, and there will be no reduction in

the number of non-tolled lanes that exist today.

" CDAs will not include "non-compete"
clauses that would prohibit improvements to

existing roadways.

* TxDOT will always consider the use of

existing right of way that satisfies the

purpose and need of the project as a

possible project location when conducting
environmental studies.

* To the extent practical, TxDOT shall plan
and design facilities so that a landowner's

property is not severed into two or more

separate tracts and the original shape of the

property is preserved.

TxDOT will work to develop projects and meet

our goals with these important principles in
mind.
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Planning
TxDOT collects vast amounts of essential data

to help guide us in developing short- and

long-term transportation plans for the state

highway system. We provide planning funds and

assistance to local governments and coordinate

research statewide. Through planning and

leadership, we ensure our transportation

system is safe, reliable, and valuable to future

generations of Texans.

Key Transportation Corridors

Corridor planning is a multi-jurisdictional

process of coordination between TxDOT and

local and regional government agencies.

Together, we develop solutions for land use,

safety, and mobility along an entire corridor.

Some key transportation corridors we have

evaluated include:

* Port-to-Port Feasibility Study: Corpus
Christi to Laredo
In 2006, TxDOT initiated the Port-

to-Port Feasibility Study to assess

the feasibility and cost of building

and operating a truck-only tollway

between the two ports. The proposed

tollway would improve commercial

and passenger mobility and safety

and provide significant time and cost

savings benefits to manufacturers and

retailers.

* Ports-to-Plains Case Study

TxDOT commissioned the Ports-to-

Plains case study in 2007 to consider

economic impacts and financing

opportunities along a planned freight

corridor route in West Texas. Study

results established that this route

could enhance mobility and economic

opportunity in West Texas through new

infrastructure capacity and expanded

transportation access.

* 1-69 and 1-35 Parallel Corridors
Major corridor studies are underway

in these freight corridors of statewide

economic significance. The proposed

1-69 corridor extends from Texarkana/

Shreveport to Mexico. Another

proposed corridor would parallel 1-35

and extend from south of San Antonio

to the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

* La Entrada al Pacifico Corridor

Feasibility Study

This study, currently underway, is

examining potential transportation

improvements between Mexico and

Texas. It is analyzing potential freight

diversion as a result of planned

transportation and port improvements

in Mexico. The study is evaluating the

potential impacts of the improvements

and diversions to the inland Port at

Presidio and the roadway network

north to Midland-Odessa.

* The Texas Metropolitan Mobility Plan (TMMP)

and the Texas Urban Mobility Plan (TUMP)

Federal law requires that every MPO, in

cooperation with TxDOT, develop a regional

transportation plan to identify projects

within certain financial constraints. The

TMMP and TUMP build on the regions' local

plans by using the desired congestion

targets for their regions to arrive at

unconstrained, needs-based plans. The

TMMP and TUMP serve as a framework

for identifying unmet local transportation

needs. We partner with MPOs to implement

these regional plans. Increasing the

authority of MPOs over project selection

and prioritization has simplified the regional

planning process.
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The Road Ahead

The Texas transportat,
This strategic plan sets ambitious goals for the Texas Department of

Transportation. Achieving these goals will take hard work and diligence. The s rstride t

Commission and the employees of TxDOT are proud of our accomplishments supports our economy

to date and we are ready for the challenges ahead. We are committed to and quality of life.

maintaining an honest, open, and accountable agency that instills public trust

and confidence while building a transportation system that will make

all Texans proud.

It is our commitment to you that TxDOT will continue to look for ways to become

more efficient in planning, designing, building, operating, and maintaining

Texas' extensive transportation system. Through available technology, sound

management, and appropriate levels of privatization, TxDOT will provide the

public with improved transportation services and facilities. Together, we will

deliver the best transportation system in the nation.
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